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Abstract
Video object segmentation aims at accurately segment-
ing the target object regions across consecutive frames. It is
technically challenging for coping with complicated factors
(e.g., shape deformations, occlusion and out of the lens).
Recent approaches have largely solved them by using back-
forth re-identification and bi-directional mask propagation.
However, their methods are extremely slow and only sup-
port offline inference, which in principle cannot be applied
in real time. Motivated by this observation, we propose
a efficient detection-based paradigm for video object seg-
mentation. We propose an unified One-Pass Video Segmen-
tation framework (OVS-Net) for modeling spatial-temporal
representation in a unified pipeline, which seamlessly in-
tegrates object detection, object segmentation, and object
re-identification. The proposed framework lends itself to
one-pass inference that effectively and efficiently performs
video object segmentation. Moreover, we propose a mask-
guided attention module for modeling the multi-scale object
boundary and multi-level feature fusion. Experiments on
the challenging DAVIS 2017 demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed framework with comparable performance
to the state-of-the-art, and the great efficiency about 11.5
FPS towards pioneering real-time work to our knowledge,
more than 5 times faster than other state-of-the-art meth-
ods.
1. Introduction
As an important and challenging problem in computer
vision, video object segmentation is typically cast as a prob-
lem of instance-aware pixel-wise classification across con-
secutive frames with the object mask provided in the first
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Figure 1. We focus on the person and the bicycle in the original
input frames. As shown in (a), the state-of-the-art methods such
as VS-ReID or DyeNet need traverse the video many times to re-
trieve the missing objects due to occlusion or out of the lens. Our
OVS-Net can produce accurate segmentation results in a one-pass
manner, as shown in (b). Best viewed in color.
frame. In principle, video object segmentation requires ac-
complishing the following two tasks: 1) intra-frame object
instance segmentation; and 2) inter-frame object instance
association. With the single first frame label, how to effec-
tively model spatio-temporal context is key issue for robust
video object segmentation.
Traditional methods [15, 28, 37, 5, 10] are graph based to
build spatio-temporal graphs for contextual relationship in
video object segmentation. With the power of deep learn-
ing, such spatial-temporal correlation is usually carried
out within a deep neural network framework, which takes
an end-to-end convolution neural network learning archi-
tecture over the benchmark datasets (e.g., DAVIS Chal-
lenge [32, 31]). One stream of spatial-temporal modeling
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is via optical flow across frames [34, 13, 12]. Such optical
flow based methods [13, 34, 12] are prone to errors at oc-
cluded or reappearing objects, which commonly appears in
real world. In order to address the problem of object oc-
clusion, vanishing, or reappearing, another stream of meth-
ods [18, 20, 14] utilize object re-identification (Re-ID) tech-
niques [36] where the occlusion or reappearing problem is
largely solved by the powerful Re-ID features. However,
as shown in Figure 1(a), the aforementioned approaches
[18, 20] essentially adopt an offline Re-ID strategy (back-
forth Re-ID) that traverses the whole videos for several
times and then performs bi-directional mask propagation
during inference, which is far away from the real-time or
online requirements.
To enjoy the ability to handle occlusion or reappearing
problems and towards real-time application, we propose
to build a detection-based pipeline as well as an effective
unified framework named OVS-Net for modeling spatial-
temporal representation. The proposed framework takes a
seamless integration of object detection, object segmenta-
tion, and object re-identification. Specifically, the proposed
framework carries out the joint learning procedure of object
segmentation and object Re-ID during training.
To enable efficient inference and associate the corre-
sponding outputs by OVS-Net across frames, we propose an
one-pass strategy to produce accurate segmentation results
frame by frame in a one-pass manner with online Re-ID, as
shown in Figure 1(b). The one-pass strategy is based on a
cascaded rule consisting of three paths: IOU path, Re-ID
path, and flow path, resulting in great computational effi-
ciency. Furthermore, we propose a mask-guided attention
module to fully explore the multi-scale object information
and multi-level feature fusion, which leads to performance
improvements in object boundary. As a matter of fact, the
joint training aims at enabling the network to learn the capa-
bility of object segmentation within individual frames and
object Re-ID association across different frames. In con-
trast, the motivation of the cascaded inference strategy is
to ensure object segmentation towards the real-time perfor-
mance.
Specifically, the instance masks generated in [18, 20] are
warped from previous frames using optical flow and then
refined to get better predictions. Instead, our method gen-
erates masks independently for each frame and then links
these masks through the proposed one-pass cascaded in-
ference strategy. The pipeline we propose can be seen as
a new unified detection-based paradigm different against
their propagation-based methods [18, 20]. Our approach
achieves a comparable performance to the state-of-the-art
approaches and can perform 11.5 frames per seconds. Our
OVS-Net is about 5 times faster than DyeNet [18], 35 times
faster than VS-ReID [20]. Extensive experiments demon-
strate the performance effectiveness and efficiency of this
work above against the state-of-the-art.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows.
• We propose the first unified detection-based pipeline
for video object segmentation as well as a joint train-
ing framework for modeling spatio-temporal represen-
tation, which seamlessly integrates the modules of ob-
ject detection, segmentation, and re-identification in a
unified manner.
• We propose an effective one-pass cascaded inference
strategy, which leads the network inference towards
real-time performance (around 11.5 fps) in a one-pass
manner with online Re-ID.
• Furthermore, we propose a mask-guided attention
module to fully explore the multi-scale object infor-
mation within a feature pyramid network, which leads
to performance improvements in object boundary seg-
mentation.
2. Related Work
Semantic Segmentation Video object segmentation
pays great attention to the quality of segmentation re-
sults. With the boom of deep learning, semantic segmen-
tation [2, 25, 38, 3, 39] have shown extremely good perfor-
mance in static images. Different from semantic segmenta-
tion which has pre-defined semantic label, in video object
segmentation, we focus on the class-agnostic object segme-
nation.
Instance Segmentation In video object segmenta-
tion, we also need to distinguish between different in-
stances. There are many effective methods in instance seg-
mentation [6, 7, 8, 21, 24], and Mask R-CNN is the most
popular solution recently. Our framework is built on Mask
R-CNN and improves it from many aspects, which is the
first effective unified detection-based framework for video
object segmentation.
Video Object Segmentation Recently, deep learning
based model is the most promising one to tackle video ob-
ject segmentation task. For example, Perazzi et al. [30] in-
troduced video object segmentation as a guided instance
segmentation problem via frame-by-frame pixel-labeling
strategy. Caelles et al. [1] introduced one transfer learn-
ing based algorithm (OSVOS) to tackle the task of fore-
ground segmentation. While OSVOS can achieve impres-
sive performance, it is slightly sensitive to large changes in
object appearance. To tackle this limitation, Voigtlaender et
al. [35] proposed an online adaptive video object segmenta-
tion algorithm that can update the network online using the
selected training examples. Tsai et al. [34] considered the
video segmentation through a optical flow based algorithm
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Figure 2. Illustration of our framework. The Re-ID branch is our online Re-Identification module and the middle part of the above is the
Mask-guided Attention module which use the Mask R-CNN prediction as the attention map and combine the muti-level features of FPN
for producing more accuracy segmentation result than original Mask R-CNN.
to maintain object boundaries and temporal consistency si-
multaneously. Li et al. [17] incorporated the neighborhood
reversible flow to segment the foreground objects and sup-
press the distractors. Video propagation networks [12] in-
corporated temporal bilateral network and adaptive filter-
ing strategy to propagate information forward to the future
frames. However, they are unable to track the object that
re-appears in the video.
To tackle the above limitation, some state-of-the-
art approaches [14, 18, 20] incorporated person re-
identification algorithm [36] into the video object segmen-
tation framework. For instance, Instance Re-Identification
Flow (IRIF) [14] can track and detect the re-appeared in-
stance via the instance re-identification module and mask
propagation module. Li et al. [20] adapted Re-ID approach
and a two-stream mask propagation model in their frame-
work, while it is slow in inference and slightly sensitive
to the pose variations. To overcome these shortcomings,
Li et al. [18] proposed a substantially robust and efficient
network with the attention mechanism, while their back-
forth Re-ID and bi-directional propagation methods are of-
fline and takes about 0.43 seconds per frame, which is far
from real-time application. Meanwhile, different from their
propagation-based methods [18, 20], we propose the first
unified detection-based pipeline, in this way, we do not need
to use optical flow information during the training process,
which simplifies the training process. In addition, the atten-
tion mechanism proposed in [18] is in propagation process,
while our attention module is for better modeling the intra-
frame spatial context information. Furthermore, although
[18] conducted one-iteration Re-ID experiment, they still
adopted an offline back-forth greedy strategy (offline sorted
for Re-ID and bi-directional propagation), which cannot be
used to deal with online or streaming videos. Though our
proposed unified detection-based pipeline, we can perform
online Re-ID and achieve comparable performance, mean-
while our OVS-Net is about 5 times faster than DyeNet [18].
Another similar work to us is PReMVOS [26]. They pro-
posed a proposal merging algorithm and achieved state-of-
the-art results across all datasets. Different from their us-
ing many networks in [26] such as Mask R-CNN network,
Proposal-Refinement Network, Re-ID embedding network
and so on, we propose a new brief unified training frame-
work which only contains one network. Furthermore, they
proposed a greedy proposal merging algorithm, and ran
the random-search hyper-parameter optimisation for 25000
random parameter values. They also adopted an offline
greedy strategy, which cannot be used to deal with online
or streaming videos.
3. Framework
In this section, we first introduce our effective detection-
based unified framework during training phase, for intra-
frame spatial context modeling and inter-frame temporal
object association in an unified scheme by describing two
sub-modules: Mask-Guided Attention (MGA) module and
Re-ID module. Later we describe our one-pass cascaded
strategy to perform object segmentation within individual
frames and sequentially link the corresponding ID-specific
object segmentation masks frame by frame in a one-pass
manner towards real-time.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the Mask-Guided Attention Module.
3.1. Fully Unified Network
Given a video and the target object masks in the first
frame, our goal is to segment the target instance objects
in future frames. The proposed unified framework seam-
lessly integrates the object detection, object segmentation
and object re-identification. Specifically, it is the first uni-
fied detection-based pipeline for video object segmenta-
tion. As illustrated in Figure 2, our framework consists of
Mask R-CNN [8], online Re-Identification (Re-ID) module
and MGA module. Specifically, the MGA module utilizes
an attention strategy to fuse multi-level information that can
greatly improve the object boundary performance, for better
intra-frame spatial context modeling. The Re-ID module is
capable of retrieving the reappeared objects and is incorpo-
rated into the Mask R-CNN [8] network, which can adapt
to each other during the joint optimization, for inter-frame
temporal object association.
3.1.1 Mask-Guided Attention Module
First, we model the intra-frame spatial context infor-
mation for each image. We use Mask R-CNN [8] as our
base instance segmentation modeling method. Generally,
the output size of Mask R-CNN is 28 × 28, which is rela-
tively small that can not achieve satisfactory aligned bound-
ary well, especially for big objects. To fully explore the
multi-scale object information, a powerful module named
Mask-Guided Attention (MGA) is proposed, which use the
prediction of Mask R-CNN as the attention map and com-
bine the muti-level features of FPN [22] to produce bigger
and more accurate segmentation result than the original out-
put of Mask R-CNN without introducing a lot of time over-
head.
Different from original Mask R-CNN head, here we
use the MGA module to predict a class-agnostic fore-
ground/background mask. In addition, the MGA module
will expand the attention masks and features at the corre-
sponding position by 20% (for the attention mask, we fill
it with a fixed probability value of 0.5) in order to segment
the boundary of the object accurately. We use the probabil-
ity map of the output of Mask R-CNN as the attention map,
crop the feature maps of FPN according to the coordinate
of enlarged bounding bboxes, and pixel-wise multiply the
cropped feature maps with the attention map, then resize the
feature maps to 100x100 and pass the last block of ResNet-
101 [9] followed by the advanced ASPP module to get the
final segmentation result. The loss function is the pixel-
wise cross entropy loss and the gradient generated by MGA
module will only propagate backward to itself, and will not
affect FPN and Mask R-CNN. Figure 3 illustrates the Mask-
guided Attention module. For the Advanced ASPP module,
we simply combine the ASPP module of DeepLabv3 [3]
and the PPM module of PSPNet [38], which bring a slight
improvement in performance.
3.1.2 Online Re-identification Module
Since we have modeled the intra-frame spatial con-
text information, now we focus on inter-frame object in-
stance association. We propose the powerful online re-
identification module to find the reappeared objects in real
time. In all experiments, we assign a unique, non-repeating
re-identification label for each target object in each video.
We use the Triplet-Loss [33] for training the online re-
identification module, we project the features extracted by
RoI-Align Pooling into a 128-dimensional feature vector by
simply adding two fully connected (fc) layers and the last
fc layer is followed by a dropout layer with a dropout rate
0.2. In principle, our training framework adopts a multi-task
learning pipeline that jointly optimizes the Re-ID module
in conjunction with the Mask-RCNN module on the ba-
sis of the same backbone network. The joint training pro-
cess is carried out for each minibatch consisting of differ-
ent frames from the same or different videos. For the Re-
ID training, we select N bbox proposals in each frame, and
then get its Re-ID feature through the Re-ID module. Sup-
pose each minibatch has M frames, as a result, we totally
have M*N training examples from diverse (the same or dif-
ferent) frames, enough to use the triplet loss. The Re-ID
training aims to learn object association for the between-
frame training examples, while the Mask-RCNN training
seeks for learning the spatial segmentation for the within-
frame training examples. Finally, the learning gradients of
the above two modules are simultaneously back-propagated
to the shared backbone network for the joint optimization
process.
The loss function of the online Re-ID module is as fol-
lows,
Lreid=
N∑
i=1
[
‖f(xai )− f(xpi )‖22 − ‖f(xai )− f(xni )‖22 + α
]
+
,
(1)
where p denotes positive object set that has the same Re-
ID label with object a, and n denotes positive object set
that has different Re-ID labels with object a. f(xai ) is the
reid-feature for object a, and f(xpi ) is the reid-feature for the
positive object that is the most dissimilar to the object a,
and f(xni ) is the reid-feature for the negative object that is
most similar to the object a. α is the margin of triplet-loss
and we experimentally set it to 1.0.
3.2. One-Pass Cascaded Inference Strategy
With our well-designed inference strategy, the video
frames need to traverse only once rather than many times,
which makes it possible for the video object segmentation
in real time. In principle, the cascaded inference strategy
makes full use of smooth transition across adjacent frames
to locate the object segmentation results by lightweight op-
tical flow, while long-term inter-frame objects after occlu-
sion or drastic motion can be handled by Re-ID. The object
association rules are based on a cascaded strategy consist-
ing of three paths: IOU path, Re-ID path and flow path. We
define ρ reid, ρ iou, Cnreid as the similarity threshold for
reid-feature, the threshold for the IOU and the reid-feature
collection for n-th instance, respectively. So the number of
collection Creid is equal to the number of instances need to
track in the video. As shown in Figure 4, given the mask
of last frame Mi−1 and the candidate objects Pi predicted
by our OVS-Net, we aim to generate the probability map
for certain instance in current frame Mi by three cascaded
inference paths, which is IOU-Path, Reid-Path, and Flow-
Path.
To better explain above three paths, we choose the video
with only one instance as our example and denote this in-
stance as I . If there are multiple instances in the video,
the same operation will be simply executed for all in-
stances. Before executing these three operation, we first
warp the mask of last frame for instance I by optical flow
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Figure 4. The process of our one-pass cascaded inference strategy.
Best viewed in color.
extracted by FlowNet 2.0 [11] as the mask template Mwarpi−1
for current frame and then generate the candidate segmen-
tation result Pi and its reid-feature in current frame by our
OVS-Net. After that, the following three operation will be
executed:
IOU-Path: As mentioned above, we have obtained the
candidate segmentation results for current frame and its
reid-features. In this operation, we first calculate the IOU
between all candidates and the instance I in the mask tem-
plate Mwarpi−1 . If there exist candidates whose IOU are larger
than ρiou, we take the candidate that has the largest IOU
as the final mask for the instance I in current frame and
also save its reid-feature in the instance I’s reid-feature col-
lection CIreid, otherwise, the program will execute the next
operation Reid-Path.
Reid-Path: When the IOU-Path setting can’t be met, it
is possible that we have lost instance I in previous frame,
so we need to use I’s reid-feature saved in CIreid to retrieve
instance I in current frame. Firstly, The similarity between
all candidate reid-features and the instance I’s reid-features
saved in CIreid will be calculated through measuring the eu-
clidean distance. If there exist candidates whose similarity
with at least 30% reid-features in collection CIreid is smaller
than ρreid, we take the candidate who has the smallest sim-
ilarity with instance I as its final mask in current frame.
Flow-Path: If no any candidates satisfy the paths above,
a rough mask warped by optical flow Mwarpi−1 will be sent to
MGA module to generate the final mask for instance I in
current frame.
4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details
We re-implement Mask R-CNN and FPN based on Py-
torch 0.3.1 [29] and use ResNet-50 [9] as our backbone.
We train the entire network starting from pre-trained Im-
ageNet [4] weights on COCO [23] dataset. Follow the
common configurations, we use the muti-scale training, the
shorter edges of the input images are 640, 720, 800, 920,
1080, the max edge of the images is 1900 and the anchor
scales are 3, 5, 8. After pretrained on COCO, the origin
Mask R-CNN is first trained on DAVIS training sets for two
epochs in order to initialize the whole Network. Then the
whole network with Re-ID module and the Mask-guided
Attention module is trained on DAVIS for three epochs. We
fix a mini-batch size of 32 images for Mask R-CNN, mo-
mentum 0.9 and weight decay of 10−4, and for every image
in a mini-batch, we select two proposals which have the
largest IoU with ground-truth bboxes for the MGA Module
and Re-ID module. So the mini-batch of the Re-ID mod-
ule and the MGA Module are both 64. The initial learn-
ing is 0.04 and dropped by a factor of 10 after each epoch.
For data augmentation, we employ the Lucid Data Dream-
ing [13] to generate augmented images using the first frame
on testing videos and add them into the training set that
adopts our model to the target video domain. The overall
loss function of our model is formulated as:
Ltotal = Lmask + Lloc + Lcls + Lreid + λLrefine (2)
The Lreid is the triplet loss of Re-ID module. Lloc,
Lcls, Lmask respectively represent location loss, classifica-
tion loss and segmentation loss of the Mask R-CNN. The
Lrefine is the pixel-wise cross-entropy loss of the MGA
module where λ is a weight that balances these loss terms
for better muti-task learning. During inference phase, we
only use the single scale without muti-scale and horizontal
flip testing and we keep the proposals with a score greater
than 0.05 and perform non-maximum suppression which
have an IOU of 0.6 with a proposal with a higher score.
4.2. Benchmark
Datasets In order to verify the effectiveness and ro-
bustness of our method, we evaluate our method on
DAVIS16 [31], DAVIS17 [32] and SegTrackv2 [16] datasets.
The DAVIS dataset is a public dataset, benchmark, and
competition specially designed for the task of video ob-
ject segmentation, spanning multiple occurrences of com-
mon video object segmentation challenges such as oc-
clusions, fast-motion, appearance changes and out of the
lens. SegTrackv2 dataset is a video segmentation dataset
with full pixel-level annotations on multiple objects in each
frame within each video. We conduct a complete ablation
study on the DAVIS17 test-dev dataset. In this section, we
compare the first unified detection-based one-pass OVS-Net
with other existing state-of-the-art methods and show it can
achieve the comparable performance towards real-time on
these standard datasets.
Evaluation Metric For DAVIS17 Dataset, we fol-
low [32] that employs the Jaccard index J defined as the
intersection-over-union of the estimated segmentation and
the groundtruth mask and employ Contour Accuracy F to
compute the contour-based precision and recall and their
average G measures for evaluation. For DAVIS16 and
SegTrackv2 Datasets, we use the Jaccard index J defined as
the intersection-over-union across all instances to evaluate
the performance, same as other methods.
Different testing patterns Following [26], training
modalities can be divided into Only-Training-Set training
(OTS) and Training-Testing-Set training (TTS). In only-
train-set training a model is only trained on the training
set without any annotations from the test set as described
in [18]. Since the first frame annotations are provided in
the testing stage, we can use them for finetuning the model,
namely train-test-set training. For testing phase, there are
two patterns, they can be further divided into per-dataset
and per-video finetuning. In per-dataset finetuning, we
merge all first frame annotations from test set into training
set that adopts the model to the target video domain to ob-
tain a dataset-specific model. However, per-video finetuing
means that finetune a model on each testing video, i.e., the
number of final models is as many as the number of videos
during the test phase. Obviously, the former has better uni-
versality. Table 1 lists the J-means, F-means and G-means
on DAVIS17 test-dev dataset with other existing state-of-
the-art methods. And for DAVIS16, we use its own train set
and its first frames in val set to train our model and evaluate
the model on DAVIS16 val set. For SegTrackv2, we only use
the first frames of the videos as the training data and fine-
tune the model which is pretrained on DAVIS17. And Table
2 lists the performance on DAVIS16 val set and SegTrackv2
dataset. Due to memory limitation, the backbone used in
our all experiments is ResNet50 [9].
Method J-mean F-mean G-mean per-video
OSVOS [1] 47.0 54.8 50.9 X
OSVOS-S [27] 52.9 62.1 57.5 X
OSAVOS [35] 53.4 59.6 56.5 X
LucidTracker∗ [13] 60.1 68.3 64.2 X
DyeNet [18] 65.8 70.5 68.2 ×
DyeNet (OTS) [18] 60.2 64.8 62.5 ×
PReMVOS [26] 67.5 76.8 71.6 ×
VS-ReID∗ [20] 63.3 67.0 65.2 ×
OVS-Net∗ 62.5 68.4 65.5 ×
OVS-Net (OTS) 59.3 64.6 62.0 ×
Table 1. Results on DAVIS17 test-dev dataset. * means only using
the single scale for testing and per-video means whether to use the
per-video finetuning..
4.3. Ablation Study
In this section, in order to verify the effectiveness of
each component of our framework, we perform the ablation
study experiments. All performance are reported on the
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Figure 5. Visualization results with or without the Mask-guided Attention Module. The following line is the result with the Mask-guided
Attention Module, having better segmentation result. The dashed box is drawn for easy comparison. Best viewed in color.
Method Davis16 SegTrackv2 per-video
OSVOS [1] 79.8 65.4 X
MSK [30] 80.3 70.3 X
OSAVOS [35] 85.7 - X
LucidTracker [13] 84.8 77.6 X
DyeNet [18] 84.7 78.7 ×
PReMVOS [26] 86.8 -
OVS-Net 84.6 76.9 ×
Table 2. Results on DAVIS16 dataset and SegTrackv2 datasets.
Per-video means whether to use the per-video finetuning.
test-dev set of DAVIS17.
Robustness of the Online Re-Identification Module
For Re-ID module, we performed a series of experiments
with different ρreid value in Re-ID path or without the Re-
ID module. The ρreid is extremely important for recall and
precision. Table 3 shows the different ρreid values with
their performance. And using the ρreid = 2.3, our OVS-
Net achieves the best performance. In the following experi-
ments, we fix the ρreid as 2.3.
Effectiveness of the Mask-guided Attention Module
The Mask-guided Attention Module is very effective, to
prove this, we performed a series of ablation study experi-
Methods J-mean F-mean G-mean
OVS-Net(without Re-ID) 53.1 56.7 54.9
OVS-Net(with ρreid = 2.1) 56.9 63.7 60.3
OVS-Net(with ρreid = 2.2) 57.6 63.2 60.4
OVS-Net(with ρreid = 2.3) 58.3 63.7 61.0
OVS-Net(with ρreid = 2.4) 57.4 63.2 60.3
OVS-Net(with ρreid = 2.5) 57.0 63.0 60.0
Table 3. Ablation study for Re-ID module with different ρreid
value on DAVIS17 test-dev dataset.
ments. Our network is essentially multi-task learning, and
the loss weight between different tasks is very important in
multi-task learning. Figure 5 shows that the segmentation
result of our Mask-guided Attention Module is better than
the original Mask R-CNN. And Table 4 lists the results with
different loss weight λ. We can conclude that MGA module
brings above 3 points performance than baseline OVS-Net.
We find that the OVS-Net achieves the best performance
when λ is 1.3.
Effectiveness of the Inference Strategy
We conduct a series of comparative experiments to care-
fully choose ρiou. The ρ iou is also important in IOU path as
mentioned before. In our cascaded strategy, the object asso-
ciation is almost solved in IOU path. Table 5 demonstrates
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Figure 6. Visualization results of OVS-Net’s prediction. The first column shows the first frame ground-truth masks of each video se-
quence. The frames are chosen randomly. Best viewed in color.
Methods J-mean F-mean G-mean
OVS-Net(without MGA) 58.3 63.7 61.0
OVS-Net(with λ = 1.0) 62.1 66.7 64.4
OVS-Net(with λ = 1.1) 63.2 67.4 65.3
OVS-Net(with λ = 1.2) 62.1 67.6 64.9
OVS-Net(with λ = 1.3) 62.5 68.4 65.5
OVS-Net(with λ = 1.4) 62.0 67.8 64.9
Table 4. Ablation study for Mask-guided Attention Module with
DAVIS17 test-dev dataset.
the final performance at different values. We find that the
OVS-Net achieves the best performance when the ρiou is
0.3.
Methods J-mean F-mean G-mean
OVS-Net(with ρiou = 0.1) 62.9 64.8 63.9
OVS-Net(with ρiou = 0.2) 61.3 67.4 64.4
OVS-Net(with ρiou = 0.3) 62.5 68.4 65.5
OVS-Net(with ρiou = 0.4) 61.7 62.9 62.3
Table 5. Ablation study for Inference Strategy with DAVIS17 test-
dev dataset. ρiou means the threshold for the IOU mentioned be-
fore.
Effectiveness of each module of our OVS-Net
Finally, we conduct a ablation study to evaluate each
module of OVS-Net with DAVIS17 test-dev dataset. We
add effective modules step by step and show their perfor-
mance as shown in Table 6. All models in the experiments
are end-to-end trained and only use the single scale (for
DAVIS17 test-dev, we fix the shorter edges of input im-
ages are 800) without muti-scale and horizontal flip testing
in testing phase. OVS-Net with Re-ID module outperforms
baseline OVS-Net by 6.1 points. To further introduce the
MGA module into our framework, it can also brings another
4.5 points performance.
Methods G-mean ∆ G-mean
OVS-Net(base) 54.9 -
+ Re-ID Module 61.0 +6.1
+MGA Module 65.5 +4.5
Table 6. Ablation study for each module of OVS-Net with
DAVIS17 test-dev dataset.
4.4. Speed Analysis
In this section, we compare the speed of our model with
the state-of-the-art methods. Our model is the first uni-
fied detection-based pipeline without optical flow during
the training phase, significantly reducing training time and
training complexity. As far as we know, the online train-
ing is extremely time-cousuming with post-processing in-
cluding Data Dreaming[13] and per-dataset finetuning. The
full OnAVOS [35] takes roughly 13 seconds per frame and
achieves 85.7 mIOU on DAVIS16 val dataset. The VS-
ReID [20]’s speed is about 0.33 FPS and the DyeNet [18] is
quicker and their speed is about 2.4 FPS without per-dataset
finetuning, after per-dataset finetuning, their runing time is
0.43 FPS. According to the above running time, these ap-
proaches are far from the real-time applications. Identical
to the state-of-the-art DyeNet work [19], we use a single
TitanXP GPU hardware and pytorch to perform evaluations
for speed analysis throughout all the experiments. Follow-
ing [26], for methods that only publish runtime results on
the DAVIS17 dataset, we take these timings as per object
timings and extrapolate to the number of objects in the
DAVIS16 val dataset. Moreover, we directly quote the re-
sults of time consumption and accuracy of other algorithms
mentioned in [19] for fair comparison. As shown in Table 7,
our offline OVS-Net achieves the 83.1 mIOU on DAVIS16
and the running time is 11.5 FPS. After online per-dataset
training, our OVS-Net achieves 84.6 mIoU, and the corre-
sponding running time is 2.3 FPS.
Methods G-mean speed/per frame FPS
OnAVOS [35] 85.7 13s 0.08FPS
VS-ReID [20] - 3s 0.33FPS
DyeNet (OTS) [18] 84.7 0.42s 2.4FPS
DyeNet [18]∗ 86.2 2.3s 0.43FPS
PReMVOS (OTS) [26] - 0.5s 2.0FPS
PReMVOS [26]∗ 86.8 15.1s 0.07FPS
OVS-Net (OTS) 83.1 0.087s 11.5FPS
OVS-Net ∗ 84.6 0.43s 2.3FPS
Table 7. The inference speed analysis with DAVIS16 val dataset. *
means after per-dataset finetuning using the first frame of testing
dataset in their method. OTS means that the model is only trained
on the training set without any annotations from the test set.
5. Conclusion
We propose the first unified detection-based pipeline
for challenging video object segmentation, as well as a
spatio-temporal training framework, which seamlessly in-
tegrates object detection, object segmentation, and object
re-identification. In principle, the proposed scheme is sim-
ple yet effective with a one-pass sequential inference strat-
egy with online Re-ID, which ensures the computational
efficiency of video object segmentation towards real-time
performance (around 11.5 FPS). The mask-guided atten-
tion module is proposed to fully model the multi-scale
object boundary information, which leads to performance
improvements in object boundary. Extensive experiments
demonstrate the performance effectiveness and efficiency of
this work against the state-of-the-art.
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